
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
'\,VESTERI'{ DISTRiCT OF i'iEW YORK

PAUL D. CEGLIA! civir Aerion r*io.: i:i0_cv,,.;c56r-RiA

Piaintiff, NECI,ARATION
OF FAUL CEGLIA I:i

v. OPPOSITI0NTODEFENDANTS'
MOTTON FOR DEI,AY

MARK ELLIOT ZUCKERBERG, Individuallv, and
FACEBOOK, I}.IC.

Defendants.

DECLARANT, submits this declaration and hereby declares under penalty of

perj.ury and pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1746 and under the laws of the United States

that the following is true and correct:

1. I make this declaration upon personal knowledge.

Z. Upon finding the stapled two pages of the authentic FB contract at my home in

June 2010 I made several copies of the FB contract at a local store using a

public copying machine.

g. I may made additional copies in order to make the writing on the FB contract

Iegible.

4. f mad.e the copy to be sure the single page feed scanner I intended to use,

which was a single page feed scanner, would not damage the original contract.

b. I scanned the copy made at the store or the copy of a copy I made at the store

and sent the two scanned pages to Faul Argentieri by emaii.
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6. I had no reason to believe at that time that Defendants would refute the

authenticity of the FB contract or that the court would order every copy to be

produced as this process of making the copy, scanning it and sending it to Mr.

Argentieri occurred before any complaint was filed in this matter.

I discarded the copies immediately after completing the scan as waste paper.

Defendants have provided no factual basis on which to accuse Plaintiff or Mr.

Argentieri of making a false declaration.

I hereby declare under penalty of perjury and pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1746 and

under the laws of the United States that the foilowing is true and correct:

DATED: September L2, 20L2.
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Pqrrl Cacrlio


